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Do your students need simple, affordable e-books? We have the answer!

Wiley in conjunction with a number of leading digital textbook platforms now offer E-Textbooks  
– complete digital versions of Wiley texts.

Using Wiley E-Textbooks enables students to study more 
efficiently as they: 

•  Access content online and offline on their desktop, laptop
and mobile device

•  Search across the entire book content

•  Take notes and highlight paragraphs

•  Share comments

Wiley E-Textbooks

Start creating your course content today and enter a whole new world of possibilities. 

Watch the Custom Select demo at www.wiley.com/college/wcsdemo

Customise 
Organise content 

to fit your teaching 
objectives

Format
Choose the format 
that best suits your 

students’ needs

Search
Choose content from 

Wiley’s extensive 
library

With Custom Select, you can create your own bespoke course material in print or 
digital format  in three easy steps:

With over 5,700 titles to choose from, as well as the ability to add your own lecture notes and materials, Wiley Custom 
Publishing gives you the freedom to create content as a printed book or as an e-text. You can choose the material you need, 
and place it in the order you want to create the ideal text for your course.

Wiley Custom Publishing enables you to:

Search a comprehensive range of titles across a wide range of subject areas

Select only the content you need

Quickly and easily create a bespoke course text in print or digital format

Tired of using course materials that don’t meet your needs?

Why not create the perfect course content for you and your students?

Wiley Custom Select

Wiley has  
the answer...

To discuss any of these solutions, please  
contact your local Wiley Account Manager 
Or email us at heasiaenquiry@wiley.com

Looking  
for a Digital 
Solution  
for your  
classroom?

Discover more at www.wiley.com/college/sc/etext



STUDY OBJECTIVE REPORT

gUIDED OnlInE TUTORIal

aSSIgnMEnT PROgRESS

Students clearly see their 
assignments and progress  
so they can jump-start  
learning and stay on track.

With WileyPLUS, students have 
many opportunities for self-
assessment and remediation to 
help them study smarter.

Confidence

Success

With the student performance 
data in WileyPLUS, instructors 
also can quickly spot trends 
and pinpoint concepts that may 
require a review.

STUDY OBJECTIVE REPORT

WileyPLUS helps to assure that each study session has a 
positive outcome by putting students in control. Through 
instant feedback and study objective reports, students 
know if they did it right, and where to focus next, so they 
achieve the strongest results.

ASSIGNMENT PROGRESS

Since research shows that students experience a great deal of anxiety 
over studying, WileyPLUS provides a structured learning environment 
that helps students focus on what to do, along with the support of 
immediate resources. 
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WileyPLUS with ORION
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Confidence
Since research shows that students 
experience a great deal of anxiety over 
studying, WileyPLUS provides a structured 
learning environment that helps students 
focus on what to do, along with the support 
of immediate resources.

Success
WileyPLUS helps to assure that each 
study session has a positive outcome 
by putting students in control. Through 
instant feedback and study objective 
reports, students know if they did it right, 
and where to focus next, so they achieve 
the strongest results.

Motivation
To increase and sustain motivation 
throughout the semester, WileyPLUS helps 
students learn how to do it at a pace that’s 
right for them. Our integrated resources—
available 24/7—function like a personal 
instructor, directly addressing each student’s 
demonstrated needs with specific problem-
solving techniques.

l   Do you need your students to engage with 
their class?

l   Do they appear overwhelmed by the material?

l   Do you want a proven way to dramatically 
improve their grades?

If the answer to any of these questions is yes, it’s time to 
take a look at WileyPLUS!

WileyPLUS is a research-based online environment 
for effective teaching and learning.  WileyPLUS builds 
students’ confidence because it takes the guesswork out 
of studying by providing a clear roadmap; what to do, how 
to do it, if they did it right.  With WileyPLUS, students take 
more initiative so you’ll have a greater impact.

our next-generation, adaptive teaching and learning tool
WileyPLUS Learning Space

Discover more at www.wileyplus.com

Discover more at www.wileypluslearningspace.com

Diagnose Early
Instructors assess the real-time 
proficiency of each student 
to inform teaching decisions. 
Students always know what they 
need to work on.

Facilitate Engagement
Instructors can quickly organize 
learning activities, manage 
student collaboration, and 
customize their course.

Measure Outcomes
With visual reports, it’s easy for 
both students and instructors to 
gauge problem areas and act on 
what’s most important.

An easy way to 
help students 
learn, collaborate, 
and grow.

IntroducIng

Discover more at www.wiley.com/college/sc/oriondemo/

WileyPLUS with OriOn
A personalised, adaptive learning experience.
Based on cognitive science, WileyPLUS with ORION provides students with a personal, adaptive learning 
experience so they can build their proficiency on topics and use their study time most effectively.  

ORION helps students learn by learning about them.

Also available with…
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